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• How did we get here? The alcohol story

• Where are we now? ”

• Where do we go from here? Drugs…





Brief historical notes

• A ‘golden age’ captured by Bien et al 1993 
review in which ”a truly new paradigm had 
been forged”…

• 1993 need to study “intervention components 
and mechanisms of effects….assessment 
reactivity…uncertainty about effectiveness 
among more dependent drinkers” not met

• BIs “have been more focused on making and 
taking opportunities for interventions than 
well specified activities with distinct 
characteristics” (2014 conclusion)





Summary points

• The limitations of research on brief 
interventions for alcohol in general 
practice have received too little attention

• Existing evidence should be interpreted as 
demonstrating efficacy, at best



Summary points

• Important questions remain about 
generalisability of findings and 
implementation

• Health system approaches to the 
management of unhealthy alcohol use and 
other health risk behaviours and problems 
need to be more joined up





Nick Heather

Although the field of alcohol brief intervention (ABI) 
has achieved an unstoppable momentum in both 
research and practice, it is no exaggeration to say 
that it now faces a crisis of evidence…due to the 
failure of research clearly to demonstrate effects of 
ABI in real-world practice settings.

http://www.bmj.com/sites/default/files/attachments/bmj-article/pre-pub-

history/First_decision_3.8.16.pdf



Sven Andreasson

What needs to change? The screening part to begin 
with. Practitioners have always been reluctant to do 
screening. We need to find smarter ways to initiate 
discussions about alcohol use; more related to 
clinical relevance and patient concerns, recognizing 
that alcohol use contributes to much of the 
morbidity encountered in primary care…



Sven Andreasson

We also need to rethink the target group…unless 
practitioners feel confident that they can help 
dependent drinkers they will continue to be 
reluctant to ask people about their drinking. So, 
paradoxically, to reach hazardous and harmful 
drinkers, we need to equip practitioners with simple 
but effective tools to treat dependence.

So, given that the analysis of McCambridge and 
Saitz is correct, the right response is not to throw 
out the baby with the bathwater

http://www.bmj.com/content/356/bmj.j1119



Peter Rice

A high quality quantitative evaluation of the 
Scottish programme would have been desirable, 
….but the realities of catching the political tide and 
issues of funding and health service organisation 
mean that evaluation of real life implementation of 
health initiatives is often sub optimal.

http://www.bmj.com/content/356/bmj.j116/rapid-responses



Jeremy Bray

I continue to be surprised at how quick we are to 
accept the weak cost-effectiveness evidence on 
SBI…

INEBRIA google group discussion



• Where do we go from here?

Some informed speculation



“Intervention” research questions



Where do we go from here? 



BIs in non-health settings

• Scale and nature of the problem makes logic 
of prevention compelling

• Unexplored settings offer possibilities 
requiring pragmatic trials

• Long overdue need to develop contextually 
appropriate intervention content

• Redefine BI to more explicitly draw on IT 



Drugs other than alcohol

• Avoid extension of alcohol SBI paradigm

• Is there any role for opportunistic BIs –
probably not in in health settings, youth an 
exception?

• Readiness for discussion of difficult issues 
presented by patients integrated with digital? 



BIs in unfolding alcohol policies

• BIs more acceptable alcohol policy content 
than more effective pop-level measures

• BIs alone are unlikely to improve health & 
this means BIs may be a source of harm…

• BIs need to be integrated with pop level 
measures AND need to be studied as such



Conclusions

• Stronger scientific scrutiny of existing 
evidence needed

• Recalibration of expectations of BI remains 
to be translated in policy and practice

• Early stage in paradigm shift; limitations 
of the present are much clearer than 
future directions



Thank you


